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E-COLLECTORATE
A vision shared by Shri D V Swamy, IAS, Collector
and DM, Keonjhar District, Odisha
e-Collectorate takes care of
the scanning of all
communications received
by the District Collectorate
and then through the
inbuilt workflow
mechanism traverses to
various sections till the files
are disposed off.  Various
file creation for particular
application / subject and
electronic file movement
has been taken care of in
the software. A common
man can easily track/query
the progress of his
application through SMS /
internet / installed kiosks,
thus involving less human
intervention and faster
delivery of service.

Keonjhar must be a pioneer to have
such a service for its citizens in the
state of Odisha. 

D. V. SWAMY: 

Certainly! We are   adopting such a
mechanism of Collectorate
Automation and associated services to
people of Keonjhar through
eCollectorate since April 2012. With
the total computerisation of the letter
and file monitoring of the Collectorate,
people would be able to track the
status of a file or an application relating
to various issues in the Collectorate
from anywhere in the world.  Citizen
can Access through Internet as well as
via SMS. Transparent administration
and service delivery etc. are the key
features of the project thus providing
greater avenues to people, especially

those who have mostly been deprived
of the benefits of Good Governance, to
participate in their own development
process.
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These are encouraging words and
please elaborate on the Origin of
such an innovative concept of
service delivery in a backward
district of Odisha.

D. V. SWAMY: 

With the everincreasing service
delivery expectations of a Common
Citizen and being the epicenter of
administration, the District
Collectorate is entrusted with the task
of handling law and order, revenue
collection, taxation, planning project
executions, and the handling of natural
and man-made emergencies etc in a
district. It is like an enterprise dealing
with variety of subjects concerned with
lakhs of people. The office became
increasingly occupied with the general
welfare of the people in the district and
lakhs of people with diverse issues are
interacting with the district
administration daily and numerous
files of these issues are getting
originated on different subjects, which
are handled by 200 employees. So we

thought of seamless integration of
various sections and over it put the s/w
applications for various processes and
services and thus the evolution of
eCollectorate happened suiting the
requirement of the district collectorate.  

What are the processes and
associated services that you
initially aim to provide to your
people through this programme.

D. V. SWAMY: 

First we plan for the automation and
integration of Diary receipt and
Despatch section. Necessary
networking and role assignment also
has been taken up for each and every
seat of the collectorate campus officers
like Deputy Collector, Head Clerk,
Senior Clerk and Junior Clerks. The
software is well equipped with online
processing of files, letters from its point
of origin and receipt to the final
disposal by the collector through
various sections and hierarchy both
with top to down and down to top
approach. Once file movement

automation process has been
established, we plan to process the
services directly rendered by
collectorate like Arms Licenses, Police
Verification, status of grievance
petitions by a citizen through kiosks
etc.

There is a whole gamut of
applications that can be built on this
and may be taken up in future.
Integration with future outside
applications can also be facilitated by
e-collectorate with use of web services
concepts. The current aim of this G2G
application is for total collectorate
workflow automation with inbuilt
modules catering to the need of a full
fledged eCollectorate. 

Can you be more specific about the
actual functionalities of
eCollectorate.

D. V. SWAMY: 

eCollectorate takes care of the
scanning of all communications
received by the District Collectorate
and then through the inbuilt workflow
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mechanism traverses to various
sections till the file is disposed off.
Various file creation for particular
application / subject and electronic file
movement has been taken care of in
the software. A common man can
easily track/query the progress of his
application through SMS / internet /
installed kiosks thus involving less
human intervention and faster delivery
of service. 

How do you plan to achieve the
mammoth task for such a change to
happen? 

D. V. SWAMY: 

This is certainly a challenge for us
keeping in view the function,
framework, Technology, Capacity
Building and adaptation. To make all
these happen Collectorate Keonjhar
restructured itself with necessary
structural and functional changes. The
district administration with suitable
selection of ICT (Information and
Communication Tools) has initiated
the adoption of this unique process
flow based software application called
eCollectorate.  For the change to
happen, necessary change
management strategies were adopted
like phase wise identification of
sections and training staffs,
sensitization programmes,
empowerment with better working
environment and infrastructure and
scope to handle modern technology to
bring out a sense of ownership among
the staffs etc. The process that is being
followed from centuries has its own
inertia towards the change which had
to be tackled carefully.  Mapping the
process flow and switching to a
completely automated workflow and
doing away with physical papers and
files required more concentrated effort
of removing the psychological block

rather than a technology issue. This
was properly managed with
participative approach which proved
to be a success.

Are you sure that the whole
arrangement would work for the
betterment of the society through
this use of ICT for the common
citizens while fulfilling your vision. 

D. V. SWAMY: 

Certainly, Yes.  The product of NIC is
one of the well tested & robust
applications mapping to most of the
essential processes of the Collectorate
and converting the output of these
processes through desired service
delivery model. It is a suite of
applications based on an integrated
solution architecture covering most of
the functional areas and activities of
the Collectorate. 

Being a web enabled solution built
on industry standard open source
based software technologies and best
practices, it envisages covering all
areas of work in the collectorate at the
first instance and later aimed at
extending the service to blocks,
tehasils, villages,  and panchayats
where the actual beneficiaries reside.
The front end application has been
developed with open source PHP with
My SQL database on Redhat Linux.

Please tell us about your team and
their involvement for success of the
project.

D. V. SWAMY: 

I sincerely express my thanks to Shri
S.K Panda, State Informatics Officer,
Shri A. K Hota, Technical Director &
District Co-ordinator and Shri Ajit K
Pattanayak, District Informatics Officer
who have made a  dream  into reality.
My best wishes to other members
involved in the project from NIC
Odisha -   Shri D Madan Prabhu, Shri
Sidhartha Mandal, Shri Ajay
Mohapatra along with the NIC Kerala
team members Shri Andrews Varghese
, Shri Manoj P.A who have spent their
valuable time for the project at this part
of the country. 

I also thank Dr. D. Brunda, IAS
Probationer, Sri B. Nayak, ADM, all
Dy. Collectors and all   staff members
of our Collectorate for their significant
contribution for success of the project. 

I also thank Jindal Steel and Power
limited, member of District
eGovernance Society for providing
necessary infrastructure for
eCollectorate project.
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